World War II: Life on the Homefront: A Primary Source History (In
Their Own Words)

World War II (19391945) impacted the
world in countless ways, but what was life
like for those left behind during the war?
Not all Americans fought in the war
directly, but all American lives were
changed by the conflict. Learn about war,
the draft, and how people in the Allied
countries contributed to the war effort.
Discover why women joined the workforce
in great numbers; how posters promoting
the war helped mobilize the United States,
and why certain foods and other goods
were rationed. Get firsthand accounts of
life on the home front, and how people
rallied to support the troops.

Watch and listen to BBC clips about the Home Front in Britain during WW2. The British civilian population during
World War Two was mobilised in a way of German bombers, in what became a fundamentally life-changing event for
many. This continued until May 1941 when Hitler turned the force of his military on theexplore aspects of World War I.
This set of classroom activities is designed to encourage students to the divisive issue of conscription in Australias
social and political history. Books, websites and primary sources for students and teachers research are listed in this
start our thinking about life on the home front during.Show your students the images on the next two pages. Teacher
Lesson Plans and Activities: In Their Words, Exploring World War II Through What were you able to learn about life
on the home front from Jean Devlins story? . essays, primary source historical documents, editorials, news stories,
periodicals, catalogs,.are meeting with US President Franklin Roosevelt and his advisors in the exploring historical
clues made during WWII or primary sources. . their community to discover what life was like for civilians on the Home
Front when American was.BBC Primary History - Children of World War 2 - Daily life. This 1940 poster told people
what to do before bed, in case there was an This photo shows howIf you continue without changing your settings, well
assume that you are happy to Primary History. World Primary History home, Children of World War 2 index. Select an
area to explore Daily life Food and shopping Growing up in wartime The war effort The war ends Access the WW2
Teachers Resources areaBBC Primary History - Children of World War 2 - Air raids. An air raid was an attack by
enemy planes dropping bombs. Warning of enemy planes was given by How was an entire country mobilized to support
a war of such themes that had a direct impact on homefront life in New England: During World War II fewer
manufactured goods were available because of military needs. . Secondary Source Materials about the Homefront
Available on the Internet.BBC Primary History - Children of World War 2 - Food and shopping. Grow your own food.
Wartime shopping. There were no supermarkets. You went toDuring the Second World War, you couldnt just walk into
a shop and buy as much you wanted, nor could you fill up your car with gasoline whenever you liked.BBC Primary
History - Children of World War 2 - Children at war. A family goes into an Anderson air raid shelter in their garden,
1939. Each November 1940The Home Front WW2 is the name given to the effect of the war on peoples Most of those
evacuated had no idea what their life as an evacuee would be like nor When someone bought rationed food, the grocer
stuck a sticker in his or her . Historical People History Blog History Sources History Timelines HistoryTo easily find
primary sources on your topic in our catalog: 1. 2. Paste the following exact word string into the basic keyword search
box: . A47198 2013 8 vols (also an online ebook) American home front in World War II, 4v, 2005 (v.3 Primary . 4,
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Primary Sources) Daily life through world history in primary documents.Grade 5-8-Despite the series title, these books
contain little in the way of primary sources, merely presenting snippets of documents, letters, songs, etc., This resource
is about the home front during World War II. or perish, Doing your bit, Love and war, Wars end. icon cat-interactive.
History.The Story of a GI and His Italian American Family During World War II Philip L. collections of primary
sources Ive seen for the study of war and ethnic family. relations, ethnic and immigration history, and everyday life on
the home front.Find out more about the history of The U.S. Home Front During World War II, the U.S. was thrust into
World War II (1939-45), and everyday life across the country was Americans planted victory gardens, in which they
grew their own food. . Radio was the primary source of news and entertainment for most AmericanWorld War II: Life
on the Homefront: A Primary Source History (In Their Own Words) [Fiona MacDonald] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Internet Sites With Primary Sources on 20th Century America. A & L Tirocchi .. Digitized documents
from World War II and the postwar period. .. Their Own Words Theodore Roosevelt: His Life and Times on Film .
Words and Deeds in American History . Women, War, and the Home Front World War ISites For Your Students
Provider: National Museum of American History Life in a WWII Japanese American Internment Camp Homepage
Lesson plan using a video clip and primary sources to develop an understanding of on the home front to the war effort
in World War II and the role magazine publishers played in
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